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Who Are We? 

We run an online shop specialising in beautifully 
made casualwear. 
 
We also take on bespoke commissions, producing 
artwork & creative clothing for a wide range of 
businesses. 
 
We are not your average corporate clothing 
manufacturers; instead we look to create imaginative, 
artistic & exciting merchandise for your customers. 
 
Recent commissions include t-shirt designs for the 
Science Museum’s gift shop, merchandise for the Garden 
Museum’s ‘Fashion & Gardens’ exhibition & a sweatshirt 
to promote The Pansy Project’s anti-homophobia 
message. 



The Science Museum 

We designed t-shirts for the ‘Cosmonauts’ exhibition’s gift shop. We drew on 
classic campaign imagery for two of the designs, capturing the excitement 
that was felt at the time of the first space walk. We also came up with some 
totally unique designs that reflected what the exhibition was all about. For 
our Newspaper t-shirt, we recreated the front page reporting the first 

spacewalk & our fun Sputnik/ Moon t-shirt is aimed at adults & children 
alike.  
 
The exhibition opening date is TBC.   



The Garden Museum 

Taking inspiration from flower crazes throughout the centuries, we created 
this bespoke design for ‘Fashion & Gardens’ exhibition. From Tudor roses, 
17th Century tulips & Victorian camellias to today’s sunflowers, this design 
reflects an enduring passion for the new & the beautiful. The t-shirt used a 
mix of different screen-printing techniques, with a two colour fade-out 
underlay & a simple black print to highlight the intricacy of the design. It 
sold out in their gift shop & even Ellie Goulding was even spotted wearing 
it! 



The Pansy Project 

Here we worked with the artist & founder to 
create a design that captured his journey since 
he planted his first pansy in 2005. Every t-shirt 
has on it an image of the 111 pansies that have 
been planted as part of The Pansy Project. Each 
marks a location of homophobic abuse & marks a 
tiny symbol of resistance against the idiocy of 
homophobia. It was created using a sublimation 
print technique to capture the detail, colour & 
vibrancy of each pansy 

This design was a product of our first 
collaboration with The Pansy Project. We wanted 
to create a beautifully simple & wearable protest 
intended to promote their anti-homophobia 
message. The sweatshirt used a mixture of 
different screen-printing techniques, with felt 
flocking & different coloured inks creating a 
textured, 3D design. Featured in the Sunday Times 
Style, The Guardian, OUT magazine & Emerald 
Street, the sweatshirt made huge waves in the 
fashion press.  
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